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Abstract 

Usage of new kinds of pipe steels, such as X80-X100 and increases of pipe wall thickness require new kinds of pipeline 
welding technologies, which can provide high process productivity as well as fit the requirements for weld seam material 
properties. Technology of hybrid laser-MAG welding is one of possible solution for this task. A prototype of industrial 
machine for hybrid welding of pipeline has been developed on the base of joining of 20 kW fiber laser with 500 A inverter 
arc power unit. The hybrid welding module move along soft direction belt, which allow easy copy of shape of the pipe. 
Usage of seam tracking and laser following after the arc allow weld with gap in the joint with necessary quality that was 
proved by the results of mechanic tests. Developed technology combine hybrid welding of root pass with filling arc pass by 
the same machine. Peculiarity of welding in different space positions has been discussed also.  
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1. Introduction 

First suggestion use combination of laser radiation and electric arc for welding of metals so that both of heat 
sources influence on a product within the limits of one heating zone, has been made by Steen more than 30 years 
ago [Steen (1979)], but only now with development of high power ytterbium fiber lasers with power up to 30 kW 
hybrid welding come to stage of real industrial technology.  

Hybrid laser arc welding is one of the most prospective technologies for joining of gas and oil pipes, bridge 
sections and building constructions. The main advantage of hybrid welding is a possibility to weld by one path 
materials with thickness up to 15 mm and more, including new high strength steels. Hybrid processes allow 
increase productivity and tolerance, provide weldability in comparison with laser ones and increase productivity 
and quality of weld, decrease distortion in comparison with arc welding. In spite of all advantages, the usage of 
this technology in the case of real production is restricted by high complicity of the process [Turichin at al. 
(2009)] and appearance of porosity, cracks, spiking and hamping in the weld seam, especially in welding of 
alloyed steels.  

The analysis of results of the fulfilled researches of laser arc welding process enables to define a number of 
problems which decision is necessary to develop reliable technology and appropriate equipment for welding of 
thick metals. In particular, it is necessary to eliminate: sharp increase of the seam width in the top part of its cross 
section; an unwanted direction of crystals growth; presence of hardening structures in deep penetration zone; 
presence of set of gas pores; unsatisfactory values of impact strength of the axial zone, especially at negative test 
temperatures. The overview of modern trends and problem for solution is presented in [Ribik at al. (2009)]. 
Important problem for widening of usage of hybrid technology is absence of mobile welding systems, which can 
be used for welding of non-turnable pipes joints.  
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2. Design of technological equipment for hybrid laser-arc welding 

Development of technological machines for hybrid welding in ILWT is based on block-module approach, 
which allow provide several inheritance in design, compatibility and strongly decrease of development time. In 
accordance with this approach each installation consist of: laser source, arc source, laser-arc module (welding 
tool), control system, cooling system, gas distribution system, welding parts manipulator, seam tracking system 
and process monitoring system. Joining of subsystem is providing by common interfaces for control, mechanic 
connecting, gases and water. On the base of this approach a number of machines has been developed for 
industry, some examples are descried below. 

 The technological installation which has been developed for hybrid laser-MAG welding of thick wall oil and 
gas pipes has provide welding of steel of thickness more than 12 mm together with an arc source by one pass 
with a speed up to 3 m/min. Simulation with LaserCAD allowed determine parameters of installation [Turichin at 
al. (2011)]:  laser source power is not less than 15 kW;  beam diameter in focus is 0.3-0.4 mm; welding current is 
not less than 250 A, diameter of the electrode wire is in range of 1 … 2 mm. 

System based on soft direction belt, on which a motion unit with hybrid module, seam tracking, filler wire 
feeding are installed. Other subsystems are in stationary unit. Machine use 20 kW fiber laser with two direction 
switch, that allow weld two joints in one time. Also a new arc invertor source VD-508 of ETS is used in this 
machine. It is necessary to mention, that design of all subsystems, which are have to be useful in hybrid process, 
have a number of peculiarities. For example, seam tracking sensors have to work under conditions of high power 
lightning by reflected laser radiation and high power arc in real time mode, that require spectral and temporal 
selection of signal and special algorithms of data processing. The monitoring system, which provide on-line 
control of process quality, have to be able select appearance of such defects of weld seam, as spiking, hamping 
and porosity. All examples of technological machines, shown above, prove that this task can be solved 
successfully.  

The control system of the laser-arc complex is realized as a hardware-software complex. This is a distributed 
computing operating system, which manages all components of the welding complex and consists of the welding 
joint monitoring subsystem, the welds monitoring subsystem and automatic control system.  

The control system carries out: reading of a joint profile of welded pipes, control of the joint geometrical 
characteristics, tracking coordinates of the joint at welding speed up to 3 m/min, positioning of the welding head 
above the welded joint; control of the laser radiation source, control of the arc source, control of protective gases 
feed, control of the welding process parameters and their documenting, measurement of the welding head 
parameters and protection against invalid modes, on-line quality control of the welds by using the process-
monitoring. 

According to solved problems the control system consists of several subsystems: control of the laser; control 
of the arc equipment; control of the gas equipment; welding head positioning; reading of the metal joint 
geometry; the control of parameters and protection of the laser welding head; the module of the central 
controller; an operating computer.  

The laser-arc module is intended for work in technological complexes for hybrid laser-arc welding of high 
thickness metals with possible gap between welding parts up to 2 mm, so that MAG torch is installed before the 
laser beam. It consists of: manipulator, laser welding head, arc welding torch, sensor of the seam tracking system, 
sensor of the process monitoring system. Gas protection of the weld is also provided. Hybrid technology allows 
to create mobile technologic machines, which able to perform all spectrum of process advantages. As example 
below a mobile laser-MAG system for pipeline welding is shown on fig. 1 

 

   

Fig. 1. Mobile hybrid orbital system. 
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Control and stabilization of position of the hybrid laser-arc module relative to the joint is fulfilled by linear 
drives system, installed on moving platform. It operates the executing devices of the manipulator, such as keep of 
position of the focus point of the laser head relative to welded surfaces (“vertical moving”), keep of positions of 
the focus point of the laser head relative to the joint (“cross moving”). 

Accuracy of keep of the focus point position of the laser head in relative to welded surfaces in the vertical 
direction is  0.2 mm. Accuracy of keep of the focus point position of the laser head in relative to the joint in 
the cross-section direction is  0.5 mm 
 

3. Technology of hybrid welding 

During technologic experiments the plane and circular samples with thickness of 8, 16, 24 mm from pipe 
steels 10G2FBU were melted and welded in butt joint. Welding was carried out along non-turnable joint of large 
diameter pipes. Argon, welding dioxide of carbon and their mixes were used to protect welding bath and seam 
metal. A coaxial protective gas jet nozzle and non-coaxial protection of the welding bath were used additionally. 
Quality of all welded seams was estimated visually on their appearance, on the base of metallographic researches 
of cross-sections, with x-rays investigation and with standard mechanical tests. The penetration depth and other 
seam geometry parameters were determined as well as defects presence and material properties in weld seam and 
HAZ. The different technology for different thickness of tube walls has been developed, their examples are 
shown on fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Macro section of the one pass weld (left), and three passes weld (center – first technological pass, right – technological pass and two 
filled passes by submerged arc welding. Depth is 15 mm left and 24 mm center and right. Material is pipe steel X 80. 

 
Hybrid scheme allow too increase a process tolerance. As it possible to see from fig. 3, technology can 

provide appropriate weld formation even in the case of more than 3 mm of vertical displacement of pipe joint 
edges.  

    

Fig. 3. Reverse side of root pass. Orbital pipeline welding with 2 mm gap and 3 mm vertical displacement. 
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4. Result and discussion 

With the help of steady state and dynamic simulation the process design and welding mode parameters, 
which provide high quality seam even in the case of large value of gap between welded parts up to 2 mm, have 
been developed. Also optimization of arc torch position relative laser beam, optimization of composition of arc 
gas mixture together with usage of special filler wire with nanopowder admixtures, which was developed for this 
process, allow to avoid appearance of such defects, as porosity, hot cracks and hamping, and provide value of 
impact energy on temperature -40 C in the bounds of 140 – 200 J for pipe steel X80. Equipment and technology 
of hybrid welding has been successfully tested for the welding of non-turnable joints of pipes for oil and gas.  
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